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เรื่อง Test 5 (School and 

classroom)



เรื่อง
Things in the classroom

Numbers 

How many 

Get ready 

Classroom language

School signs



Things in the classroom



Preposition



in



on



under



near



next  to



behind



in front of



Preposition (Prep)
1. in = ข้างใน
2. on = ข้างบน
3. under = ข้างล่าง/ข้างใต้
4. near = ใกล้

5. next to = ถัดจาก



Preposition (Prep)
6. behind = ข้างหลัง
7. in front of = ข้างหนา้



A: Where’s the ............................?
B: The .............. is ............. the ................

A: Where’s the ............................?
B: The .............. is ............. the ................

thing

thing thingprep

pen

pen on book



The eraser is under
the table.



Credit: GKL - Golden Kids Learning

Number song 1-50



Numbers
1-5 6-10

one = 1 six = 6

two = 2 seven =  7

three = 3 eight =  8

four = 4 nine =  9

five = 5 ten =  10



Numbers
11-15 16-20

eleven = 11 sixteen =  16

twelve = 12 seventeen =  17

thirteen =  13 eighteen =  18

fourteen =  14 nineteen =  19

fifteen =  15 twenty =  20



twenty



thirty



forty



fifty



There is  a ................. in  a   bag. 
Then I put .................. more  in, 
so now there are ....................   
...............  in  the  bag.

notebook

notebooks

three



There is  a ................. in  a   bag. 
Then I put .................. more  in, 
so now there are ....................   
...............  in  the  bag.

pen

six

pens



A: How many ................  are 
there in this bag?

B: There are ...........................
in this bag.  

things (สิ่งของ)

things (สิ่งของ)number 
(จ ำนวน)





Zen: How many ................ are 
there in this bag?

Linly: There are ...........................
in this bag.  



A: How many things  do you 
have in your school bag?

B: I have......................................
in my school bag.  

things (สิ่งของ)number (จ ำนวน)





: How many things  do you 
have in your school bag?

: I have   .................................
.....................................................
in my school bag.  



Things in the classroom



Turn on ................., please.

Turn off ................., please.



Turn off the radio, 
please.



Turn on the radio, 
please.



Signs



Test 5 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.



1.

Which one is correct?

a. pencil /  crayon / book / sharpener

b. pencil /  crayon / bag / eraser
c. pencil /  crayon / notebook / eraser



2.  A: Where’s the ruler ?
B:  The ruler is on the school bag.

a.                      b. b.                c.



3. 

a. The pencil is near the table.  

b. The pencil case is near the table.  

c. The pen is near the table.  



4.   

a. Thirty-one/ Thirty-two/ Thirty-three

Thirty- six / Thirty- eight/ Forty 

b. Thirty/ Thirty-two/ Thirty- four

Thirty- six / Thirty- eight/ Forty  

c. Twenty/ Thirty-two/ Thirty- four

Thirty- six / Thirty- eight/ Forty 



There is  a ................. in  a   bag. 
Then I put .................. more  in, 
so now there are ....................   
...............  in  the  bag.

ruler

rulers

forty
5.

a. There are forty rulers in the bag.

b. There are forty-one rulers in the bag.

c. There are forty-two rulers in the bag.



How many sharpener are there in 
this bag?6.

a. There are ten sharpeners in this bag.

b. There is ten sharpeners in this bag.
a. I have ten sharpeners in my bag. 



How many things do you have in 
your bag?7.

a. I have a pen and a book in my bag. 

b. I have an pen and an book in my bag. 

c. I have ten sharpeners and a pen
in my bag. 



8.
Turn on the television, 

please.

a.                     b.                     c. 



9. Turn off the laptop, please.

a.                     b.                     c. 



What is the sign?10.

a. No Littering 

b. No Smoking
c. No Talking


